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Abstract

cept of ”expected pause duration” and ”expected final pause
duration” [26]. The former is given by the weighted sum of
pause durations over all active recognition hypotheses using the
normalized probability of each hypothesis. The latter expectation is calculated considering only hypotheses in a language
model end-state, hence representing an estimate for the end-ofsentence pause.
In this work, we investigate a new level of complexity,
which arises in case of domain switching, i.e., when both short
commands (such as ”play music”) as well as long free-form
utterances (such as ”remind me that I need to go to the hairdresser tomorrow at 3pm and grocery shopping afterwards”)
are to be supported at the same time. The challenge persists in
maintaining low end-pointing latency for commands while not
prematurely cutting off longer free-form utterances. After reviewing the expected pause duration-based end-pointer in Section 2, we study the employed end-pointing features and infer
parametrizations for short commands in Section 3 and free-form
interactions in Section 4. We furthermore propose, in Section 5,
to adapt the end-pointer aggressiveness on-the-fly by comparing
the Viterbi scores of active short command vs. long free-form
decoding hypotheses. The experimental evaluation in Section 6
evidences a 18% relative reduction in word error rate on freeform requests while maintaining low latency on short queries.

The task of automatically detecting the end of a device-directed
user request is particularly challenging in case of switching
short command and long free-form utterances. While lowlatency end-pointing configurations typically lead to good user
experiences in the case of short requests, such as “play music”, it can be too aggressive in domains with longer free-form
queries, where users tend to pause noticeably between words
and hence are easily cut off prematurely. We previously proposed an approach for accurate end-pointing by continuously
estimating pause duration features over all active recognition
hypotheses. In this paper, we study the behavior of these pause
duration features and infer domain-dependent parametrizations.
We furthermore propose to adapt the end-pointer aggressiveness on-the-fly by comparing the Viterbi scores of active short
command vs. long free-form decoding hypotheses. The experimental evaluation evidences a 18% relative reduction in word
error rate on free-form requests while maintaining low latency
on short queries.
Index Terms: end-pointing, end-of-utterance detection, pause,
hesitation, online speech recognition

1. Introduction
Consumer products with voice-enabled interfaces are on the
rise. Popular examples comprise smartphones, navigation devices, and personal assistants. Typically, the interaction with
such devices is user initiated, e.g., by pressing a button or uttering a wake-word. In contrast, the end of an utterance is often
to be inferred automatically by the automatic speech recognition (ASR) system. This task of end-point detection, or endpointing, needs to address two major problems: late end-points
due to background noise as well as early end-points in case of
long within utterance pauses.
The classical end-pointing approaches are based on different types of voice-activity-detection (VAD), where the endpointer would trigger if a non-speech region of a certain length
is detected. While VAD systems can be based on engineered
acoustic features [1–5], such as audio energy [6], pitch [7], zerocrossing rate [8, 9], and cortical features [10], superior performance is typically achieved with deep neural network (DNN)
based approaches [11–14]. Besides detecting silence regions, it
is furthermore important to differentiate within-sentence pauses
from end-of-sentence pauses, which can be achieved by employing prosodic and semantic features [15–25].
All of the methods above are either based on frame-level
speech/non-speech classification or speech/non-speech alignments from the 1-best recognition hypothesis. In the latter case,
the pause duration is represented by the number of consecutive frames for which the hypothesis has been in a non-speech
state. To obtain more robust and accurate pause duration estimates in far-field scenarios, we recently proposed the con-
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2. Decoder-Integrated End-Pointing
In this section, we review the decoder-integrated end-pointer
[26], which is based on different pause duration estimates derived from the runtime decoding graph.
Let Xt = {x1 , x2 , x3 ..., xt } be the sequence of audio
frames until t, and let Sti = {si1 , si2 , si3 , ..., sit }, i = [1, Nt ] be
the state sequence of the ith active hypothesis at time t. For any
given time t, Nt is the number of active hypotheses. The posterior of the hypothesis is denoted by p(Sti |Xt ). By Lit , we denote
the pause duration for the i-th hypothesis. Formally, we can define Lit as the largest integer N such that sit−N +1 ∈ SNS ∧
· · · ∧ sit ∈ SNS holds, where SNS denotes the set of all nonspeech states [26]. The best path pause duration is then given
by Litmax with imax := arg maxi p(Sti |Xt ). An estimate of
the within-sentence pause length
represented by the expected
∑ is
i
i
pause duration D(Lt ) :=
i Lt p(St |Xt ). Furthermore, the
end-of-sentence pause can be estimated
by the the expected fi∑
nal pause duration Dend (Lt ) := i,si ∈Send Lit p(Sti |Xt ) with
t
Send denoting the set of end-states. With these features, we define the following end-pointer logic, which is to end-point an
utterance, if
D(Lt ) > T1 or Dend (Lt ) > T2 ,

(1)

where T1 and T2 are typically tuned thresholds for withinsentence and end-of-sentence pauses, respectively. Even with
rule (1) in place, we still need to safeguard against two bound-
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sentence pause threshold (governed by T1 ) is 700-900msec. In
contrast, the safety feature against background speech, i.e., the
best path pause duration threshold, needs to be much larger (due
to its aggressive nature), for example T4 = 2T1 .
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3.2. Expected pause duration vs. expected final pause duration
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As shown in the previous subsection, the expected pause duration feature is an (approximately) linear measure of pause duration, meaning that a feature value of x corresponds to x frames
of pause (at least in the absence of noise). The expected final
pause duration, however, has a fundamentally different meaning. Instead of being a measure of pause duration, correlation
analyses revealed the feature to be a measure of the ratio of
the probability mass of tokens in final state over the probability
mass of all active tokens. The distribution of final states is typically highly dependent on the structure of both the acoustic and
the language model. As a consequence, the threshold value T2
for the expected final pause duration feature typically needs to
be re-tuned whenever the ASR model changes. In cases of typical short requests, preliminary analyses suggested that a pause
duration threshold in the range of 400-700msec after a sentence
end represents a reasonable trade-off between latency and accuracy. We illustrate the different behavior with two example
utterances, depicted in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the expected final pause duration hardly varies in the case of ”play
music by”, which is considered an in-sentence pause causing
the end-pointer to trigger (after approximately 750msec) as the
expected pause duration reaches its threshold. In contrast, the
subsequent pause after ”play music” is considered an end-ofsentence pause, which is why the expected final pause duration
spikes allowing the end-pointer to trigger after approximately
500msec.
It is important to point out that the expected final pause
duration represents a crucial element in decoder-based endpointing: This feature not only allows to significantly reduce the
end-pointing latency in case of sentence ends, our studies also
proved it to be the most noise-robust of all features (relative to
the best path pause duration and the expected pause duration).
A possible explanation may be that a token can typically only
transition out of a language model end-state into a speech state
if the next word in the language model is either a likely sentence beginning or if a (potentially high) back-off penalty to a
uni-gram state is consumed.

Figure 1: Feature value comparison of the best path pause duration Litmax and the expected pause duration D(Lt ) for an example utterance.
ary cases [26]: Since the best decoding hypotheses are likely to
be empty at the onset of a word, rule (1) may only be applied if a
DNN-VAD has indicated silence for a minimum period of time
T3 . Furthermore, to shield against confusion in the search graph
due to background speech, the end-pointer may exceptionally
trigger if Litmax > T4 with T4 being a very large threshold. We
will discuss the meaning and behavior of all of these features in
more detail in the next section.

3. End-Pointing for Command Domains
In this section, we turn to an in-depth analysis of the decoderintegrated end-pointer. Specifically, we discuss the purpose and
behavior of the different types of decoder pause duration features and infer thresholds for domains with short commands,
such as ”play music”, ”what’s the weather”, or ”turn on the
lights”.
3.1. Best path pause duration vs. expected pause duration
To gain a better intuition for the best path pause duration and
the expected pause duration features, Fig. 1 depicts their values over time for an example utterance. We can see that the
best path pause duration mostly exhibits a linear increase. However, it also shows discontinuities since the locally best hypothesis can change rapidly between frames, which is mainly due
to two reasons: The language model ”corrects” the hypothesis
throughout the decoding run and the decoding graph optimization causes the language model score distribution along a path
to not be smooth [26]. We observe, for example, that the 1best path partly hypothesizes non-speech after the word “play”
as long as the word “something” is not fully pronounced. We
can also see that the best path pause duration is less affected by
noise, such as exhaling sounds. In the absence of noise, the expected pause duration also exhibits a rather linear increase over
time, much like the best path pause duration, as shown in Fig. 1
after 3.7sec. However, the expected pause duration value tends
to be much more sensitive to speech and noise due to the fact
that many sounds can trigger competing hypotheses to transition
into speech states. It is also interesting to note that the expected
pause duration is a (mostly) continuous features.
In summary, the best path pause duration is generally the
more ”aggressive” feature, which can spike discontinuously and
has the tendency to ignore noise sources and word onsets. The
expected pause duration feature, in contrast, is sensitive to competing hypotheses. These observations motivate the choice of
different thresholds for both features: the expected pause duration is the default feature used for end-pointing during withinsentence pauses while the best path pause duration is only used
as safety valve against cases where background noise is picked
up by speech states at decoding. For short requests, preliminary experiments showed that a reasonable range for the within-

4. End-Pointing for Free-Form Domains
In this section, we describe the end-pointing requirements in
case of free-form applications, where users tend to pause longer
between words [25], such as setting multiple reminders (”remind me that I need to go to the hairdresser tomorrow at 3pm
and grocery shopping afterwards”).
Predicting whether the user finished speaking a free-form
utterance is a hard problem. One way of approaching this task
is to simply relax the end-pointing thresholds and hence allow
for a longer pause/silence period before the end-pointer triggers.
This, of course, comes at the cost of increased latency. However, we can generally assume latency expectations to differ in
free-form and command-type interactions. As an example, if
a user asks their device to turn on the lights, they likely desire
an immediate reaction. In contrast, after uttering a 30 secondlong todo list, it appears acceptable to experience an increased
latency before the todo list is being updated.
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form than in short command interactions for two reasons: Short
commands, such as ”turn on the lights”, seem to be less likely to
contain mumbled segments (potentially because users concentrate more). Furthermore, the likelihood for an unseen n-gram
to occur is higher in free-form domains, in which case, the decoder would have to back off to an m-gram (m < n) in order
to generate the next word. Since backing off is typically associated with higher decoder penalties, the non-speech hypothesis
may be favored.
This represents an inherent conflict for end-pointing in freeform domains: On the one hand, the end-point detection should
be robust to background noise, on the other hand, users should
not be cut off early in case of partly unintelligible segments. In
this contribution, we approached this problem by carefully tuning the thresholds T3 and T4 of the two previously mentioned
“safety guards” on data sets with both background speech as
well as partly unintelligible device-directed speech. A more
robust and principled approach may, however, be to incorporate speaker change detection information [27–30] into the endpointing decision.
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Figure 2: Feature value comparison of the expected pause duration D(Lt ) and the expected final pause duration Dend (Lt )
for two example utterances.
4.1. Relaxed thresholds
A direct implication on the end-pointing features discussed in
the previous sections is that the thresholds need to be adjusted.
Specifically, we found to be beneficial to increase the expected
pause duration threshold T1 to allow for longer pauses in the
range of 800msec to 2sec (depending on the application, type
and average utterance length).
As for the expected final pause duration, it appears reasonable for free-form utterances to allow the user to pause/hesitate
irrespectively of whether the language model is in an end-state
or not. In fact, a user might hesitate even longer after the end of
a sentence before continuing with the second sentence. This
is fundamentally different from the typical short commands,
where a language model end-state represents a strong indicator that the entire interaction is completed. In consequence, if
we want the end-pointer to always tolerate an increased pause
length independent of the language model state, the expected
final pause duration needs to be turned off (T2 = ∞).

5. Domain detection
In the previous sections, we detailed how end-pointing requirements can fundamentally differ for short commands and long
free-form utterances. We also motivated different parameter
ranges to address these requirements. In case of multi-turn interactions, the domain is typically known before-hand. For example, if the previous device prompt was ”What should I remind you of?”, then the domain of the next user utterance is
known and the according end-pointer configuration can be preloaded. In cases of first-turn interaction, however, the domain
is unknown a priori. After the wake-word, a user can either
ask to ”play music” or ”add to my todo list to go grocery shopping, to pick up Aaron from school, and to buy a new dress”.
In the following, we therefore investigate the task of detecting
on-the-fly, i.e., during decoding, which domain-dependent endpointing configuration is to be used.
To this end, we organize the full language model, which
covers all domain types, into two separate groups that are decoded in parallel threads: a) a default language model for typical short queries, b) a free-form language model to handle utterances with certain carrier phrases (such as ”remind me of”),
followed by a free-form payload (such as ”my hairdresser appointment tomorrow at 3pm and ...”). We propose to perform
online domain detection by continuously comparing the Viterbi
scores from both decoders. Specifically, we switch to the relaxed free-form end-pointer configuration whenever the 1-best
decoding hypothesis stems from the free-form language model.
Fig. 3 depicts the difference in Viterbi costs of the 1-best hypotheses from the default and the free-form language model,
respectively. We see that for short commands, the free-form
model quickly diverges (since the utterance does not match the
set-reminder carrier phrase). In rare cases, however, the freeform model may spike at first (here: since “can you” may be
compatible with the beginning of a set-reminder carrier phrase).
We also observe that during the set-reminder carrier phrase, the
free-form hypothesis is the most likely one. However, during
the free-form payload, the 1-best hypotheses from both language models can have similar scores.
This motivates the design of the following binary state
model for this domain detection task with state 0 corresponding
to the regular short command end-pointing configuration and
state 1 to the long free-form utterance end-pointing configura-

4.2. Unique challenges
As in the case of short commands, the two major challenges for
end-pointing in free-form domains are early and late end-points.
However, they exhibit different characteristics.
The problem of late end-points is much more pronounced
in free-form interactions, which has multiple reasons: Relaxing the end-pointing thresholds to allow for longer pauses between words and sentences also necessarily increases the window where background speakers and noise can barge in, potentially causing the end-pointer to pick up on these interfering
signals. We also found the noise robustness to be further reduced due to the deactivated expected final pause duration feature (T2 = ∞). In addition, since the language models for
free-form domain are typically of higher perplexity than language models for short commands, a greater variety of word sequences can be hypothesized and matched against background
speech. In our experiments, we noticed that the problem of late
end-points specifically occurs in cases, where the background
speaker is well intelligible. In case of babble noise-like background speech, the 1-best path in the ASR decoder will typically
hypothesize non-speech allowing the end-pointer to trigger.
The tendency of far-field ASR systems to be robust against
babble-type background noise by hypothesizing non-speech
can, however, be counter-productive. While it is certainly beneficial for the aforementioned sake of noise-robustness, we found
it to also cause early end-points. If a user utters an, e.g.,
30 second-long query, a segment of unintelligible or mumbled
words or words masked by strong background noise can lead to
the non-speech hypothesis being ranked first and hence trigger
the end-pointer. This problem seems more pronounced in free-
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Table 1: Comparison of end-pointing accuracy and latency in
msec. The WER and EEPR represent relative changes to the
respective baseline regular configuration.
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tector triggers before the end of the last word in an utterance
is reached (which usually results in cutting off speech), c) endpointing latency in msec at P50 and P90 quantiles describing the
gap between the end of utterance and the moment the end-point
detector triggers.

Figure 3: Difference of the Viterbi costs V1 and V2 of the 1-best
hypothesis from the default and the free-form language model,
respectively. A positive number indicates that the ”winning”
hypothesis stems from the free-form language model.

6.2. Experimental results
tion: a) transition to state 1 if V1 − V2 > R1 for at least K out
of the last M frames, b) transition to state 0 if V1 −V2 < R2 for
at least K out of the last M frames, where V1 and V2 denote the
Viterbi costs of the 1-best hypothesis from the default and freeform language model, respectively, state 0 is the initial state,
and R1 , R2 , K, and M are parameters tuned on a dev set. Preliminary investigations showed that this basic binary sequence
classifier achieves false alarm and reject rates of less than 2%.

Table 1 shows the accuracy and latency for the different endpointing configurations and dataset types. We observe that for
short commands, the change of the end-pointer from “regular”
to “relaxed” does not affect the WER (up to one significant
digit). The end-pointing latency, however, increases substantially from 500msec to 780msec at P50, which is mainly due
to the deactivation of the expected final pause duration feature.
It can also be seen that the adaptive end-pointer achieves the
same low latency performance as the regular end-pointer with
only a very marginal increase in P90 latency, from 750msec
to 760msec. In contrast, for free-form interactions, the regular and the relaxed end-pointer yield significantly different results: Switching to the relaxed end-pointer reduces the WER by
21% relative. The reduction in WER comes, of course, at the
cost of an increased latency, from 730msec to 830msec. The
adaptive end-pointer performs slightly worse than the relaxed
end-pointer on free-form data, achieving an 18% rel. reduction in WER over the baseline. However, it is able to preserve
the low latency on command data. A deeper analysis revealed
that the cases, where the proposed on-the-fly end-pointer adaptation failed to detect a free-form domain are predominantly
caused by invalid or misrecognized key words. For example,
if the ASR system recognizes ”rewind” instead of ”remind”,
then the free-form decoder may be outperformed by default decoder, similarly to the upper case in Fig. 3. These scenarios
are, however, quite rare. In summary, we can state that the regular end-pointer is optimized for typical short commands, the
relaxed end-pointer for free-form interactions, and the Viterbi
cost-based adaptation mechanism effectively switches between
the two configurations.

6. Experiments
In this section, we turn an experimental analysis of the proposed
end-pointing configurations for short commands and long freeform utterances. We also assess the proposed on-the-fly domain
detection algorithm.
6.1. Experimental setup
For the experimental evaluation, we use an in-house ASR system with a language model organized in multiple decoders, as
detailed in Section 5. As dataset, we use an in-house dataset of
natural human interactions with voice-controlled far-field devices. We separated the data by domain into two sub-sets: The
command dataset comprises 3k utterances of typical short intents, such as ”play music”, ”what’s the weather”, or ”turn on
the lights”. The free-form dataset consists of 1k utterances of
type ”carrier phrase + free-form payload”, e.g., ”set a reminder
for...” or ”create a todo list with...”. Each free-form utterance
contains at least 10 words.
For end-pointing, three different configurations are investigated with the specific parameter values being derived from
dev sets. The regular configuration is tailored to short commands, as motivated in Section 3, and aggressively tuned for
low latency: (T1 , T2 ) = (70, 10). The relaxed configuration is
tailored to free-form interactions, as described in Section 4, and
allows for longer pauses: (T1 , T2 ) = (75, ∞). The adaptive
end-pointing mode switches on-the-fly between the regular and
the relaxed configuration using the Viterbi cost-based detection
mechanism proposed in Section 5.
We evaluate the ASR and end-pointing performance using
the following metrics: a) Word Error Rate (WER), b) Early
Endpoint Rate (EEPR) describing how often the end-point de-

7. Conclusions
We presented detailed analyses of decoder-integrated pause duration features for robust end-pointing in far-field applications
and inferred guidelines for the according parameter values in
domains with short commands as well as domains with long
free-form utterances. We also proposed an approach to on-thefly domain detection in order to switch between both configurations. The experimental results show a relative reduction in
WER of 18% on free-form interactions while maintaining low
latency on short commands.
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